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Abstract—With the popularity of wearable devices, alongwith the development of clouds and cloudlet technology, there has been

increasing need to provide better medical care. The processing chain of medical datamainly includes data collection, data storage and

data sharing, etc. Traditional healthcare system often requires the delivery of medical data to the cloud, which involves users’ sensitive

information and causes communication energy consumption. Practically, medical data sharing is a critical and challenging issue. Thus in

this paper, we build up a novel healthcare system by utilizing the flexibility of cloudlet. The functions of cloudlet include privacy protection,

data sharing and intrusion detection. In the stage of data collection, we first utilize Number Theory Research Unit (NTRU)method to

encrypt user’s body data collected by wearable devices. Those data will be transmitted to nearby cloudlet in an energy efficient fashion.

Second, we present a new trust model to help users to select trustable partners whowant to share stored data in the cloudlet. The trust

model also helps similar patients to communicate with each other about their diseases. Third, we divide users’ medical data stored in

remote cloud of hospital into three parts, and give themproper protection. Finally, in order to protect the healthcare system frommalicious

attacks, we develop a novel collaborative intrusion detection system (IDS)method based on cloudlet mesh, which can effectively prevent

the remote healthcare big data cloud from attacks. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Privacy protection, data sharing, collaborative intrusion detection system (IDS), healthcare

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the development of healthcare big data and wear-
able technology [1], as well as cloud computing

and communication technologies [2], cloud-assisted healthcare
bigdata computing becomes critical tomeet users’ evergrowing
demands on health consultation [3], [4], [5]. However, it is chal-
lenging issue to personalize specific healthcare data for various
users in a convenient fashion. Previous work suggested the
combination of social networks and healthcare service to facili-
tate [6] the trace of the disease treatment process for the retrieval
of realtime disease information. Healthcare social platform,
such as PatientsLikeMe [7], can obtain information from other
similar patients through data sharing in terms of user’s own
findings. Though sharingmedical data on the social network is
beneficial to both patients and doctors, the sensitive data might
be leaked or stolen, which causes privacy and security prob-
lems [8], [9] without efficient protection for the shared data [10].
Therefore, how to balance privacy protection with the conve-
nience ofmedical data sharing becomes a challenging issue.

With the advances in cloud computing, a large amount of
data can be stored in various clouds, including cloudlets [11]
and remote clouds [12], facilitating data sharing and inten-
sive computations [13]. However, cloud-based data sharing
entails the following fundamental problems:

� How to protect the security of user’s body data
during its delivery to a cloudlet?

� How to make sure the data sharing in cloudlet will
not cause privacy problem?

� As can be predicted, with the proliferation of elec-
tronic medical records (EMR) and cloud-assisted
applications, more and more attentions should be
paid to the security problems regarding to a remote
cloud containing healthcare big data. How to secure
the healthcare big data stored in a remote cloud?

� How to effectively protect the whole system from
malicious attacks?

In terms of the above problems, this paper proposes a
cloudlet based healthcare system. The body data collected
by wearable devices are transmitted to the nearby cloudlet.
Those data are further delivered to the remote cloud where
doctors can access for disease diagnosis. According to data
delivery chain, we separate the privacy protection into three
stages. In the first stage, user’s vital signs collected by wear-
able devices are delivered to a closet gateway of cloudlet.
During this stage, data privacy is the main concern. In the
second stage, user,s data will be further delivered toward
remote cloud through cloudlets. A cloudlet is formed by a
certain number of mobile devices whose owners may
require and/or share some specific data contents. Thus,
both privacy protection and data sharing are considered in
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this stage. Especially, we use trust model to evaluate trust
level between users to determine sharing data or not. Con-
sidering the users’ medical data are stored in remote cloud,
we classify these medical data into different kinds and take
the corresponding security policy. In addition to above
three stages based data privacy protection, we also consider
collaborative IDS based on cloudlet mesh to protect the
cloud ecosystem.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper
include:

� A cloudlet based healthcare system is presented,
where the privacy of users’ physiological data and
the efficiency of data transmissions are our main
concern. We use NTRU for data protection during
data transmissions to the cloudlet.

� In order to share data in the cloudlet, we use users’
similarity and reputation to build up trust model.
Based on the measured users’ trust level, the system
determines whether data sharing is performed.

� We divide data in remote cloud into different kinds
and utilize encryption mechanism to protect them
respectively.

� We propose collaborative IDS based on cloudlet
mesh to protect the whole healthcare system against
malicious attacks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the related work. For the health-
care data in the remote cloud and users’ private health
data, we propose a security system and introduce the
framework of the entire system in Section 3. In Section 4,
regarding protection of users’ private data, we present
the process for wearable medical device encryption;
meanwhile, we discuss data sharing in the cloudlet, as
well as protection and access of user EMR data in the
cloud. Section 5 describes the collaborative IDS system
based on the cloudlet mesh integrating several IDS’s so
that it can protect the remote cloud effectively. In Sec-
tion 6, the performance metrics and evaluation of encryp-
tion algorithm are presented. The experimental results of
collaborative IDS are given. Final conclusions are pro-
vided in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to cloud-based privacy preserv-
ing and cloudlet mesh based collaborative IDS. We will give
a brief review of the works in these aspects.

2.1 Cloud-Based Privacy Preservation

Despite the development of the cloud technology and emer-
gence of more and more cloud data sharing platforms, the
clouds have not been widely utilized for healthcare data
sharing due to privacy concerns [14]. There exist various
works on conventional privacy protection of healthecare
data [9], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. In Lu et al. [15], a
system called SPOC, which stands for the secure and
privacy-preserving opportunistic computing framework,
was proposed to treat the storage problem of healthcare
data in a cloud environment and addressed the problem of
security and privacy protection under such an environment.
The article [17] proposed a compound resolution which
applies multiple combined technologies for the privacy pro-
tection of healthcare data sharing in the cloud environment.
In Cao et al. [9], an MRSE (multi-keyword ranked search
over encrypted data in cloud computing) privacy protection
system was presented, which aims to provide users with a
multi-keyword method for the cloud’s encrypted data.
Although this method can provide result ranking, in which
people are interested, the amount of calculation could be
cumbersome. In Zhang et al. [20], a priority based health
data aggregation (PHDA) scheme was presented to protect
and aggregate different types of healthcare date in cloud
assisted wireless boby area network (WBANs). The arti-
cle [21] investigates security and privacy issues in mobile
healthcare networks,including the privacy-protection for
healthcare data aggregation, the security for data processing
and misbehavior. Ref. [22] describes a flexible security
model especially for data centric applications in cloud com-
puting based scenario to make sure data confidentiality,
data integrity and fine grained access control to the applica-
tion data. [23] give a systematic literature review of privacy-
protection in cloud-assisted healthcare system.

2.2 Collaborative IDS Based on Cloudlet Mesh

A number of prior works [24] have studied different intru-
sion detection systems with quite some advances. For exam-
ple, [25] proposed a behavior-rule specification-based
technique for intrusion detection. The main contribution is
the performance outperforms other methods of anomaly-
based techniques. [26] proposed a collaborative model for
the cloud environment based on distributed IDS and IPS
(intrusion prevention system). This model makes use of a
hybrid detection technique to detect and take correspond-
ing measures for any types of intrusion which harm the
system, especially distributed intrusion. However, collabo-
rative IDS based on the cloudlet mesh structure is a new
kind of intrusion detection technique, which was first pro-
posed in Shi et al. [27]. The authors demonstrated that the
detection rate of the intrusion detection system established
on the basis of a cloudlet mesh is relatively high. Ref. [28]
describes design space, attacks that evade CIDSs and
attacks on the availability of the CIDSs, and introduces com-
parison of specific CIDS approaches. [29] describes the IDS

TABLE 1
Feature Table According to Data Style

Data
Category

Data
Type

Privacy
Protect

Data
Sharing

Physical Data

Physiological
data

Medium Medium

Activity level Low Low
Location Low Medium
Environmental Low High

Cyber Data

Call logs High Low
SMS logs High Low
Application
logs

High Low

Social Network
Data

SNS logs low High

Electronic
Medical Data

Medical
Data

High Medium
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for privacy cloud. The authors give an overview of intrusion
detection of cloud computing and provide a new idea for
privacy cloud protection.

3 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

The framework of the proposed cloudlet-based healthcare
system is shown in Fig. 1. The client’s physiological data are
first collected by wearable devices such as smart cloth-
ing [30]. Then, those data are delivered to cloudlet. The fol-
lowing two important problems for healthcare data
protection is considered. The first problem is healthcare
data privacy protection and sharing data, as shown in
Fig. 1a. The second problem is to develop effective counter-
measures to prevent the healthcare database from being
intruded from outside, which is shown in Fig. 1b.

We address the first problem on healthcare data encryp-
tion and sharing as follows.

� Client Data Encryption. We utilize the model pre-
sented in [19], and take the advantage of NTRU [31]
to protect the client’s physiological data from being
leaked or abused. This scheme is to protect the user’s
privacy when transmitting the data from the smart-
phone to the cloudlet.

� Cloudlet Based Data Sharing. Typically, users geo-
graphically close to each other connect to the same
cloudlet. It’s likely for them to share common

aspects, for example, patients suffer from similar
kind of disease exchange information of treatment
and share related data. For this purpose, we use
users’ similarity and reputation as input data. After
we obtain users’ trust levels, a certain threshold is
set for the comparison. Once reaching or exceeding
the threshold, it is considered that the trust between
the users is enough for data sharing. Otherwise, the
data will not shared with low trust level.

� Remote Cloud Data Privacy Protection. Compared to
user’s daily data in cloudlet, the data stored in
remote contain larger scale medical data, e.g., EMR,
which will be stored for a long term. We use the
methods presented in [17], [32] to divide EMR into
explicit identifier (EID), quasi-identifier (QID) and
medical information (MI), which will be discussed
in 4.3. After classifying, proper protection is given
for the data containing users’ sensitive information.

� Collaborative IDS Based on Cloudlet Mesh. There is a
vast volume of medical data stored in the remote
cloud, it is critical to apply security mechanism to
protect the database from malicious intrusions. In
this paper, we develop specific countermeasures to
establish a defense system for the large medical data-
base in the remote cloud storage. Specifically, collab-
orative IDS based on the cloudlet mesh structure is
used to screen any visit to the database as a

Fig. 1. Illustration of the system architecture: (a) Privacy protection; (b) Collaborative IDS.
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protection border. If the detection shows a malicious
intrusion in advance, the collaborative IDS will fire
an alarm and block the visit, and vice-versa. The col-
laborative IDS, as a guard of the cloud database, can
protect a vast number of medical data and make
sure of the security of the database.

4 CONTENT SHARING AND PRIVACY PROTECTION

In this section, we address the problem of protection and
data sharing. First, we introduce the encryption process for
users’ privacy data, which prevents the leakage or malicious
use of users’ private data during transmissions. Next, we
present the identity management of users who want to
access to the hospital’s healthcare data. Thus, we can assign
different users with different levels of permissions for data
access, while avoiding data access beyond their permission
levels. Finally, we give an application of using users’ private
data, which is beneficial to both users and doctors. Based on
the healthcare big data stored in the remote cloud, a disease
prediction model is built based on decision tree. The predic-
tions will be reported to the users and doctors on demand.

4.1 Encryption at the User End

When using wearable devices to collect users’ data, the pro-
cedure inevitably involves the user’s sensitive information.
Therefore, how to effectively collect and transmit users’
data under efficient privacy protection is a critical prob-
lem [15]. In [20] a data collection method, called PHDA, is
proposed based on data priority which can give proper cost
and delay to different priorities data. In [33], Li et al. discuss
the process of data collection and utilizes sum aggregation
to obtain data to make sure the security of users’ privacy in
the presence of unreliable sensors. In [34], Lu et al., study
3V data privacy protection issue based on big data of health-
care. Based on the model presented in [19], this paper uti-
lizes the advantages of NTRU encryption scheme [31].
NTRU can protect the user’s physiological data, such as
heart rate, blood pressure and Electrocardiography (ECG),
etc. Before transmitted to a smartphone, NTRU encryption
scheme executed. The encrypted data will then be stored in
the cloudlet through a cellular network or WiFi, as shown
in Fig. 2.

Usually, the data collected by smart clothing are all
unsigned integer vectors. For example, for heart rate data,
the average heart beats detected each minute is denoted by
hr and the plain data shall be ½hr; 0; . . . ; 0�. We need to define
clear space and cipher space for the encryption. As the defini-
tion of the polynomial ring is R :¼ Z½x�=ðxn þ 1Þ, in the case
of an arbitrary positive integer q, the definition of the quo-
tient ring is known as Rq ¼ R=qR. We define the clear space

asRp, so that the length is n and the integer vector ismodulus
p, which is always between 2 and 210. The cipher space isRq,
so the length is n and the integer vector is modulus p. In con-
sideration of bandwidth, we generally make the Rq pass
using the Chinese Remainder Transform (CRT) representa-
tion. For the sake of initial safety, we have n ¼ 1; 024 and
q ¼ 32. We hereby describe the processes of encryption and
deciphering in the following.

� KeyGen()! (pk; sk): let f 2 R; g 2 R, while f; g fol-
lows the discrete Gaussian distribution, f ¼ 1 mod q,
and f is reversible. Thus, the secret key is denoted
by sk ¼ f ; the public key is denoted by pk ¼ h ¼
g � f�1 mod q.

� Enc(pk ¼ h;m 2 Rp)! c 2 Rq: let r 2 R;m 2 R;m ¼
m mod p. Both m0 and r follow the discrete Gaussian
distribution, and we have m ¼ p �m0 þ m; c ¼ p � r�
hþm mod q.

� Dec(sk ¼ f; c 2 Rq) ! m: calculate �b ¼ f � c mod q,
and make it an integer polynomial b, with factors
within ½�q=2; q=2Þ. Thus, we have m ¼ b mod p.

The encrypted data will be transmitted to the smart-
phone with the homomorphic processing. We assume that
the clear data of heart beat is ½hr; 0; . . . ; 0� and the array
encryption is c1. In the same way, if the blood pressure is bp,
then the clear data is denoted as ½0; bp; 0; . . . ; 0� and the enci-
phered data shall be c2. This way, we can get clear data and
cipher data of all sensors. Since we use a public key encryp-
tion system and homomorphic encryption (HE), the smart-
phone can receive data fc1; c2; . . . ; cng transmitted to
cagg ¼ c1 þ � � � þ cn mod q. Therefore, after we process the
data with homomorphic encryption, the bandwidth is
reduced effectively before the data are uploaded to the
cloudlet, thus achieving energy and bandwidth savings.

4.2 Medical Data Sharing in the Cloudlet

The purpose of medical data sharing is to make better use of
data between users. The paper [35] proposed data sharing
strategy among several clouds, which used encryption
method based on attribute to realize data sharing under
semi-trusted cloud environment. However, it didn’t con-
sider users’ social activities. In [36], Fabian et al., propose
big data sharing method based on community cloud, but it
didn’t aim at medical data particularly. Based on the discus-
sion above, we give the judgement during data sharing as
follows.

We set the hospital for trusted authority (TA). Assume
the user p asks TA to check the data of user q, i.e., user p
wants to share data with user q. Then the TA work is
divided into the following two steps:

Step 1. Compare the similarity of user p and user q. For
example, we can utilize the model similar as [37] and use
users’ data stored in TA, such as EMR, to measure the
similarity of user p and user q. Similarity can be divided
into three levels, namely Low, moderate and high.

Step 2. Describe the trust level between user p and user q.
We use the reputation of user p which includes bad, aver-
age and good, and the similarity of user p and user q
which obtained through Step 1, as input data. We can uti-
lize trust model to obtain trust level as follows.

Fig. 2. Collection of encrypted data in the cloudlet.
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� Determine the input and output. The input con-
sists of reputation and similarity and output con-
sists of the corresponding trust level. In order to
represent these variables, we quantify each of
them as a scalar between 0 and 1.

� Select a Gaussian function as the corresponding
function, which will map the value in the collec-
tion into a trust level.

� Formulate the relevant guidelines and have the
experts set up the trust-related guidelines with
the related knowledge and experience.

� Build a model that can determine the creditability
according to the character, credit, and similarity.

After obtaining users’ trust level, we can judge whether
to trust user p based on threshold value set by user q. If the
trust level is equal to or greater than the threshold value,
then the user p can be trusted, so TA will share user q infor-
mation to user p. If the trust level is less than the threshold
value, then the user p can not be trust, so TA will refuse the
request of the user p.

4.3 Medical Data Privacy Protection in the Cloud

Data in remote cloud are generated from the patients
treated in the hospital. As the records of diagnosis and pay-
ments will be kept in many personal files belonging to a
vast number of patients, saving such data in the cloud can
reduce costs and be convenient for doctors to diagnose and
analyze diseases. Therefore, we shall create a safe environ-
ment to ensure that the medical data sharing occurs without
risk of leakage. Thus, we shall pay attention to protection of
privacy in such data sharing.

According to [17], [32], we can divide the EMR table into
the following three types: (i) EID: the properties which can
identify the user apparently, e.g., name, phone number,
email, home address, and so on; (ii) QID: the property
which can identify the user approximately, e.g., a user may
be identified according to values such as zip code, date of
birth, and gender [38]; (iii) MI, or some clinical manifesta-
tion and disease types. In order to protect the privacy of
data and make it convenient for doctors or other patients
with a similar disease to access the data, we shall encrypt
EID and QID but share MI. Refer to the way of expression
in [17], we part the EMR data table A into two independent
tables, i.e., a ciphertext table Te and a plaintext table Tp. The
ciphertext table contains mainly structural data including
the encryption table of EID and QID property; while
the plaintext table contains mainly structural and semi-
structural data including a clear text table of MI property.

We need to protect the shared data and some physiologi-
cal indexes collected by monitoring the specific diseases.
Suppose there are M types of diseases, marked as
fD1; D2; . . . ; DMg. For each disease Di, there are corre-
sponding characteristics fCi;1; Ci;2; . . .Ci;ing, i ¼ 1; . . . ;M. In
order to quantize disease characteristics, we define a ques-
tion Qi;j for each characteristic Ci;j, i ¼ 1; . . . ;M, j ¼ 1; . . . ;

in. For example, heart Disease exhibits characteristics of
dyspnea, palpitation, pectoralgia, etc. For the characteristic
of palpitation, we can design the question such as “Do you
have palpitation?”. If the query result is ‘1’, then it means
yes, otherwise, it means no with the mark of ‘0’.

That is to say, there are corresponding test questions
fQi;1; Qi;2; . . . ; Qi;ing for each characteristic in fCi;1; Ci;2; . . .
Ci;ing of the corresponding diseases Di, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that the answer to each
question is 0 or 1. Therefore, each disease Di can acquire its
testing results fei;1; ei;2; . . . ; ei;ing, i ¼ 1; . . . ;M, with each
ei;j ¼ 0 or ei;j ¼ 1.

The initial privacy data of users are acquired by complet-
ing a survey. In order to be convenient for encryption, we
adopt the methods as discussed above to convert these char-
acteristics into numerical data, namely the combination of
0’s and 1’s. We choose a three-tuple fa; b; cg satisfying

ja2j< jbj< jcj . Then we choose three random numbers
fpi; qi; wig satisfying the following conditions

pi þ qi ¼ bwi;
bwi

2
< qi < bwi; a2buwi < c; (1)

where u is integer.
After the parameters of a; pi; qi are obtained, encrypted

data can be calculated. Then we have

vi ¼ aei þ pi; v
0
i ¼ s � qi mod c; v

0
0 ¼ s � q0 mod c: (2)

Therefore, we obtain ða; c; v; v0 Þ as the encrypted data, which
is hard to be decrypted without the secret keys (because of
the unknown value of a. Thus, the encryption process of
users’ private data is completed.

5 COLLABORATIVE INTRUSION DETECTION

In order to protect medical data, we also develop an intru-
sion detection system in this paper. Once a malicious attack
is detected, the system will fire an alarm. This section
presents a novel scheme to build a collaborative IDS system
to deter intruders. In the following, we first consider what
happens if the system is suffering from different attacks,
while detection rates for individual IDS vary with the cloud-
let servers. We will plot the detection rate and false alarm
rate as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

Next, we evaluate the collaborative detection rate and
estimate the expected cost of implementation in the cloudlet
mesh. We apply a decision tree to choose the optimal num-
ber of IDS’s to be deployed on the mesh. The goal is to
achieve a prescribed detection accuracy against the false
alarm rate under the premise of minimizing the system cost.

5.1 Collaborative IDS

In this section, collaborative IDS is designed among m IDS,
e.t., S1; S2; . . . ; Sm, in order to get higher detection rate and
lower false alarm rate. The m IDS are assumed to detect
independently. There exists K different types of intrusion.
So according to deduce in the following, we can get the
detection rate and false alarm rate of collaborative IDS. In
order to evaluate it , we give the ROC curve.

Before transmitting data to the remote cloud, we estab-
lish the collaborative IDS based on the cloudlet mesh to
complete the intrusion detection task. We use fS1; S2; . . . ;
Smg to represent the set of IDS’s in the collaborative IDS
(CIDS) system. Suppose that each IDS is able to detect intru-
sion independently. For the sake of simplicity, we use I to
indicate that there is intrusion behavior in this system and
NI to indicatethat there is no intrusion. Furthermore, A
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means that IDS raises an alarm while NA means no alarm.
We use 1� b to indicate the detection rate and a as the false
alarm rate. If there exists K different types of intrusion,
denoted as I1; I2; . . . ; IK , then we have I ¼ I1 [ I2 [ IK .
Assume that the probability of Ij is pj, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K. There-
fore, the probability of intrusion behavior in this system is

pðIÞ ¼ PK
i¼1 pi, while the probability of no intrusion behav-

ior is P ðNIÞ ¼ 1� pðIÞ. We thus have that pðAjIÞ ¼ 1� b

and pðAjNIÞ ¼ a.
As for each IDS, we use pðNAijIjÞ ¼ bij to represent the

probability of IDS Si not triggering an alarm when having
Ij, and pðAijNIÞ ¼ ai as the probability of Si triggering an
alarm when not being attacked. It follows that

b ¼ pðNAjIÞ ¼ pðNA1jIÞ � � � pðNAmjIÞ: (3)

Since Ii \ Ij ¼ f, i 6¼ j, applying the total probability formula,
we can obtain the probability that system S1 does not trigger
an alarmwhen there is an attack to intrude the system, as

pðNA1jIÞ ¼ pðNA1 \ ðI1 [ I2 [ IKÞÞ
P ðIÞ

¼
PK

j¼1 b1jpjPK
j¼1 pi

:

(4)

For system Si; i ¼ 2; 3; ;m, let pðNAijIÞ denote the probabil-
ity that no alarm is triggered by Si. We have

pðNAijIÞ ¼
PK

j¼1 bijpjPK
j¼1 pi

: (5)

We can derive b as follows.

b ¼
Ym
i¼1

PK
j¼1 bijpjPK
j¼1 pi

: (6)

The false alarm rate a ¼ pðAjNIÞ ¼ 1� pðNAjNIÞ can be
obtained in a similarly manner, as

pðNAjNIÞ ¼
Ym
i¼1

ð1� aiÞ: (7)

The false alarm rate a can be computed as follows

a ¼ 1�
Ym
i¼1

ð1� aiÞ: (8)

We thus obtain the detection rate a and false alarm rate b of
the collaborative IDS system. The corresponding ROC curve
can be obtained.

5.2 Evaluation of Collaborative IDS

We next consider the cost problem of collaborative IDS,
with its cost being divided into three parts:

� when the intrusion behavior is not detected by the
system, but IDS generates an alarm, the system will
prevent the transmission of this user’s data, which
will affect the normal use of the healthcare system
by the user, and may lead to decrease of the system’s
reliability. The cost at this moment is denoted as Ca;

� when the system suffers from intrusion Ii, 1 � i � K,
but the IDS does not generate an alarm, the system
will allow this intrusive behavior, which will break
the healthcare big data; the healthcare data in the
remote cloud is attacked and may probably cause
leakage of patients’ data. The cost of this scenario is

denoted as ~Ci; 1 � i � K;
� the cost in other scenarios is marked as 0.
Without loss of generality, we define the cost rate as

Ci ¼ ~Ci=Ca. In the following, we adopt the decision tree to
model the corresponding expected cost problem. Let
q1; q2 ¼ pðNAÞ denote the probability of no alarm in a sys-
tem. Based on the total probability formula, we have

q1 ¼ ð1� bÞ
XK
t¼1

pi þ a

�
1�

XK
t¼1

pi

�
: (9)

q2 ¼ b
XK
t¼1

pi þ ð1� aÞ
�
1�

XK
t¼1

pi

�
: (10)

Let p1;i ¼ pðIijAÞ, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, denote the probability
of intrusion occurrence under the condition that the system
fires an alarm. Thus, p1;i can be calculated as follows:

p1;i ¼
ð1�Qm

j¼1 bjiÞpi
ð1� bÞPK

t¼1 pi þ að1�PK
t¼1 piÞ

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K:

(11)

Let p1;Kþ1 ¼ pðNIjAÞ denote the probability of no intru-
sion under the condition that the system fires an alarm, then:

p1;Kþ1 ¼ 1�
XK
i¼1

ð1�Qm
j¼1 bjiÞpi

ð1� bÞPK
t¼1 pi þ að1�PK

t¼1 piÞ
: (12)

Let p2;i ¼ pðIijNAÞ, i ¼ 1; 2; �; K, denote the probability of
intrusion occurrence when no alarm is given. It follows that

p2;i ¼
Qm

j¼1 bjipi

b
PK

t¼1 pi þ ð1� aÞð1�PK
t¼1 piÞ

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K:

(13)

Let p2;Kþ1 ¼ pðNIjNAÞ denote the probability of no intru-
sion occurrence when no alarm is given. We have

p2;Kþ1 ¼ 1�
XK
i¼1

Qm
j¼1 bjipi

b
PK

t¼1 pi þ ð1� aÞð1�PK
t¼1 piÞ

: (14)

From the above analysis and the assumption on the cost
rate, we can derive the expected cost as follows:

Ec ¼ q1 � p1;Kþ1 þ q2 �
XK
j¼1

p2;j � Cj: (15)

Now let’s consider how to choose the optimal IDS num-
bers and IDS combinations when constructing the collabora-
tive IDS system. Hereby we formulate an optimization
problem based on the decision tree model. That is, under
the circumstances of guaranteeing a certain detection rate

1� ~b and false alarm rate a, we shall choose the optimal
number m, so that we can achieve the minimum expected
cost. The formulated problem is given below:
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minimize Ec (16)

subject to: a < ~a; b < ~b (17)

0 � pij � 1; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K (18)

0 � qi � 1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K (19)

Cj > 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K: (20)

The optimization problem is a integer programming
problem which can be solved by a conventional solver,such
as Matlab. Then, we can select a certain number of IDS sys-
tem, in order to guarantee: (i) the detection rate (1� b

� 1� ~b) is sufficiently large; (ii) the false alarm rate (a) is
sufficiently small; and (iii) the expect cost of the entire sys-
tem is minimized.

6 SIMULATION STUDY

In this chapter, first we utilize the delivery ratio to compare
client data encryption method with remote cloud encryp-
tion mechanism. Then in terms of collaborative IDS based
on cloudlet mesh, we describe ROC curve and relationship
figure between IDS number and cost and detection rate.

6.1 Performance Discussion About Data Encryption

As discussed, we shall encrypt the data with the algorithm,
which has been introduced previously, to protect private
information after the data are collected by the users them-
selves. However, we also need to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm. We describe the changes of
delivery ratio of client data encryption method with remote
cloud encryption mechanism with the increasement of time.
For the sake of simplicity, we use CDE to denote client data
encryption and RCE to denote remote cloud encrytion.
Fig. 3 shows the results. Through this figure, we can see

CDE and RCE will both achieve a good delivery ratio with
the increasement of time, while in general, RCE have better
performance than CDE.

In Section 4.2, we have analyzed the timing of data shar-
ing within cloudlet based on trust model. Here, the scope
of user’s reputation (denoted by r) is set to [0, 1]. As shown
in Table 2, three levels (i.e., bad, average and good) are
assigned to individual reputation. Specifically, reputations
with ranges of [0,0.2], (0.2,0.6], (0.6,1] are marked as “bad”,
“average” and “good”, respectively. Likewise, the similarity
(denoted by s) between a pair of users is classified into three
categories, i.e., low, moderate and right. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the three categories corresponds to reputations with
scopes of [0,0.2], (0.2,0.6] and (0.6,1] as well. Let r1 2 ½0; 0:2�,
s1 2 ½0; 0:2�, r2 2 ð0:2; 0:6�, and s2 2 ð0:6; 1�. r1, r2, s1, s2 are
random variables. As shown in Fig. 4, when users suffering
from poor reputation while the similarity of users is low, the
output of trust model is quite low, typically lower than 0.4.
Practically, users would not like to share data under low
trust level, since it’s unsafe to share with a low reputation
and similarity. Based on the observation of the two curves,
compared to similarity, user’s reputation generates larger
impact on the output of trust level. In the other words, given
a low reputation, even users are quite similar with each
other, the systemmaymake a decision of not sharing and not
trust. With the increase of reputation and similarity, trust
level of user will be improved. Users enjoy the data sharing
with other partners with high reputation and similarity

6.2 Collaborative IDS Performance Results

Weuse the cloudlet mesh simulator [39] to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the mesh security infrastructure. We develop a
collaborative intrusion detection system (IDS) executed by
multiple servers in themesh.We use three independent IDS’s
and two intrusion types in our experiment. The probabilities
of different types of intrusion are p1 ¼ 0:001 and p2 ¼ 0:0015.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the delivery ratio of CDE and RCE.

TABLE 3
Key Parameters Used in the CIDS

Variable Explanation

Ii Intrusion i
Ai Alarm for IDS i
1� b Detection Rate
a False Alarm Rate
Ec Expected Cost (Relative degree, no unit attached)
q1 Probability of Collaborative IDS Reporting an Alarm
q2 Probability of Collaborative IDS Reporting No-Alarm

TABLE 2
Variable and Value for the Trust Model

Variable Value

Reputation of user uq Bad
Average
Good

Similarity between up and uq Low
Moderate
High

Fig. 4. Comparison of the trust level.
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Fig. 5 plots the detection rate in the ROC curve of various
IDS’s used in the experiment against the false alarm rate.
According to Fig. 5, the detection rate of every single IDS is
below 30 percent. However, the collaborative IDS can
achieve a detection rate of 60 percent, which is a consider-
able improvement over the single IDS approach.

If the IDS generates no alarm when there is actually an
intrusion, the system would suffer heavy loss. Our pro-
posed collaborative IDS performs well from this regard.
Nevertheless, we want to minimize the cost in addition to
achieving a high detection rate. We consider two cost meas-
ures: C1 ¼ 5 and C2 ¼ 6. The unit of the cost is not shown
here, because only relative costs are compared. There are
six IDS’s in this experiment, whose operational parameters
are given in Table 4. We assume baseline values ~a < 0:035

and ~b < 0:3.
Ifm ¼ j, 1 � j � 6, there areCj

6 choices, and the cost value

m is chosen as the smallest cost among those Cj
6 costs. We

guarantee the detection rate to be above 70 percent and the
false alarm rate to be below 3.5 percent. At the same time, we
search for the lowest cost configuration for the collaborative
IDS system. The theoretical derivation in Section 5.1 leads to
the optimal solution. Because the detection rate of a single
IDS is below 35 percent, our collaborative system has dou-
bled the detection rate at a minimum cost. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 that four IDSs should be chosen to work collectively
and cooperatively to yield the optimal performance.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the problem of privacy protec-
tion and sharing large medical data in cloudlets and the
remote cloud. We developed a system which does not allow
users to transmit data to the remote cloud in consideration of
secure collection of data, as well as low communication cost.
However, it does allow users to transmit data to a cloudlet,
which triggers the data sharing problem in the cloudlet.

First, we can utilize wearable devices to collect users’
data, and in order to protect users privacy, we use NTRU
mechanism to make sure the transmission of users’ data
to cloudlet in security. Second, for the purpose of sharing
data in the cloudlet, we use trust model to measure users’
trust level to judge whether to share data or not. Third,
for privacy-preserving of remote cloud data, we partition
the data stored in the remote cloud and encrypt the data in
different ways, so as to not just ensure data protection but
also accelerate the efficacy of transmission. Finally, we pro-
pose collaborative IDS based on cloudlet mesh to protect
the whole system. The proposed schemes are validated
with simulations and experiments.
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